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The Secret to 

First-Mover Advantage 

in Bancassurance

Fuel Speed with a Flexible Core
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Insurtech funding in 2017 amounted to 

$2.3 billion, a 36 percent increase from 

2016.1

Bancassurance Competition Heats Up

As banks and insurers form partnerships around the world, the 

insurance distribution scene is getting crowded.

More banks are attempting to capitalize on their existing customer base and grow a 

new revenue stream through bancassurance. Insurtechs are emerging in all major 

insurance products and business lines, concentrating heavily in the distribution 

space.

For banks to succeed in bancassurance, financial advisors need to be able to offer 

insurance products that wow their customers on the spot. They need to move quickly 

to add new products, maintain 24/7 connectivity with their insurance partners, and 

provide quality customer service. Insurtechs have now taken the first steps into 

distribution, attacking the traditional bancassurance insurer relationship.

How can you keep your insurance offerings fresh and relevant to your customers 

while their needs are rapidly changing? More importantly, how can you offer those 

products before your competitors do? 

market
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The Goal: Enrich Your Product Portfolio 
at Max Speed

industry
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You want to sell a particular 

insurance product with 

personalized pricing. 

You’re a multinational bank, 

and you want to release an 

insurance product in multiple 

countries. 

You discover that one market 

segment is lacking a certain 

type of insurance product your 

bank doesn’t currently sell. 

Your next step would be to either (1) partner with an insurance company that offers the product you want, or (2) convince your 

existing insurance partner to create the product you want. To meet changing market demands, you have to move quickly. 

Let’s take a look at three common scenarios in bancassurance.
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Getting Caught in the Legacy 
Technology Trap

Before you can add new insurance products to 

your portfolio, you’ll have to navigate your way 

through a complex IT environment using 

antiquated processes.

Most likely, your bancassurance business uses legacy 

systems or core banking systems that weren’t built for 

insurance products and processes. New insurance products 

often come with a new set of processes that don’t exist in 

legacy systems.

You’re also dealing with poor connectivity between your 

organization and your insurance partners. Anytime you need 

information from your insurer, you have to reach out by phone 

or email and wait for a response.

So you spend a tremendous amount of time and money 

patching your banking platforms, adding new code processes 

and applications—simply to add a new insurance product to 

your offerings.

The worst part? Every time you adopt a new insurance 

product, your complex IT environment becomes even more 

entangled. Your bancassurance business falls further into the 

legacy technology trap. Ultimately, that eliminates the 

possibility of gaining first-mover advantage.

tech
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Why Prolong the Pain of a Dysfunctional 
System?

Poor regulatory compliance. Banks that sell insurance products are liable for 

potential mis-selling exposure and must comply with regulations before 

promoting new insurance products. However, compliance is difficult when the 

bancassurance business suffers from low automation, lack of real-time access to 

data, and data that’s inaccurate or inconsistent.

Insurtech competition. Insurtechs have the luxury of being nimble. They’re not 

bogged down by heavy operations or high investment requirements, so they can 

quickly modify their strategy, products, and organizational structure. When you 

fail to take first-mover advantage, your competitors have a greater chance of 

taking market share.

High setup costs and duplicate work. Managing contracts with insurance 

partners can pose an expensive burden on the bank. Because insurance 

products are typically hosted in different silos, you’re forced to add insurance 

handling to your existing banking platforms. Your staff ends up doing duplicate 

work every time you add or change an existing insurance product.

tech
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Without a modern 

bancassurance IT system, 

your go-to-market plan comes 

to a screeching halt. 

Meanwhile, your expected 

timeframes swell and your 

bancassurance business 

hangs in the balance. 

The following are a few ways complex 

IT risks your go-to-market strategy.
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The Missing Link to Ultrafast Speed to 
Market: A Flexible Core

You need a solution that 

allows you to rapidly adopt 

new insurance products. 

Your ideal system simplifies complex 

IT and streamlines the entire 

bancassurance process:

• no matter how many insurance 

partners you have

• no matter how many insurance 

products you sell

• no matter where in the world you 

expand 

Your bancassurance business needs 

the flexibility to configure business 

rules for custom processes without 

heavy reliance on IT. 

The only way is through a 

flexible core. 

Maximum flexibility comes through 

rules-driven configuration. By having 

all products hosted on a single 

platform, integration with existing 

banking systems is easy.

solution
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Oracle Bancassurance Solution

A modern distribution 

platform that gives banks 

the agility to rapidly start 

offering new insurance 

products. 

Oracle Bancassurance 

Solution provides real-time 

connectivity between banks 

and insurers to accelerate 

every step of the process, 

from point of sale to policy 

servicing to commission 

reconciliation.

Easy rules configuration—no 

coding needed

Banks no longer need to rely on a 

developer to release code every time 

they need to offer a new insurance 

product. A business analyst can 

replicate insurance products from the 

ground up using the Core 

Bancassurance Platform by using a 

GUI drag-and-drop tool. Define rules, 

customize logic, or simply use Oracle’s 

out-of-the-box bancassurance 

products. Adopting new insurance 

products is that easy.

solution
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Maximum product flexibility

The foundation of the platform is 

Oracle’s policy administration system, 

which consistently earns top rankings 

in analyst firm reports. Known for its 

insurance product flexibility no other IT 

solution can match, Oracle’s solution 

is now available for bancassurance in 

three components:

• Core Bancassurance Platform

• Oracle Insurance Data Exchange 

(OIDX)

• Oracle Insurance Data Gateway 

(OIDG)
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Ultimate Flexibility in the Core

Take control of your bancassurance business. 

The Core Bancassurance Platform powers the back end of the 

entire bancassurance process, including the adoption of new 

insurance products like usage-based insurance and personalized 

pricing. 

Through the flexible core, you can also:

• get instant access to policy information from multiple insurers 

in one place

• access real-time updates on applications and policies

• calculate premiums and commissions 

• reconcile policy and commission records

An on-premises component, the flexible core also integrates with 

your front-end systems and any downstream banking systems. 

The entire process is seamless for all stakeholders.

capabilities
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Seamless Data Exchange and Constant 
Visibility through a Central Hub

With Oracle Bancassurance Solution, banks get a single, secure touch point 

to exchange data with insurance carriers in real time. 

Choose between:

• Oracle Insurance Data Exchange (OIDX) for your cloud-based component  

• Oracle Insurance Data Gateway (OIDG) for your on-premises component

Both are optimal choices for banks that partner with multiple insurance carriers. OIDX and OIDG allow banks 

to automate various types of data transfers with the insurer via straight-through processing. Both 

components integrate critical data streams across all stakeholders in the application process. They also 

automate key aspects of the quote-to-issue process.

Now you can radically speed up timeframes for policy application and issuance. Increase sales opportunities 

without increasing operational costs.

capabilities
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Oracle Insurance Data Exchange

capabilities
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Unlimited Scalability through a Single 
Platform and Easy Integration

Connect to Oracle’s single platform once, and you’ll never have 

to worry about integrating with additional portals again. 

Oracle Bancassurance Solution integrates with existing banking systems based 

on global industry standards. All your downstream systems—including your 

general ledger and analytics—can plug into the Core Bancassurance Platform to 

get insurance information.

Managing your bancassurance business no longer requires complex 

maneuvering through multiple systems. Now you can have a consolidated view of 

all insurance policies across multiple stages of the insurance process. 

Use a single platform to manage multiple insurance products, processes, and 

insurance partners from all over the world. Oracle’s multilanguage, multicountry,

and multicurrency capabilities make it possible to distribute insurance in any 

market.

capabilities
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multilanguage

multicurrency

multicountry
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Beat Regulatory Obstacles

Regulatory compliance is one of 

the biggest hurdles in adopting 

new insurance products.

Government agencies around the world 

are watching the bancassurance 

business closely. They’re enacting 

various regulations involving risk notices, 

product transparency, customer data, 

and much more.

You must be able to comply with complex 

reporting requirements. Your financial 

advisors must understand their 

regulatory obligations and be equipped 

to advise customers.

Control test environments

Design, test, and review processes 

with your insurance partner without 

going to production. You can also set 

up a gatekeeper to keep those 

products from going live.

capabilities
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Without the right solution, adding new insurance products while adhering to 

regulations can be slow moving. That’s why Oracle embeds transparency into 

Oracle Bancassurance Solution.

Trace every step

View the history of every 

transaction. The system 

automatically logs the time, date, 

and user who processed the event. 

No users can alter historical data.
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Customer Insights for Competitive Edge

Be the first to offer an insurance solution. 

Having context about your customer is one of the most 

valuable tools you can use to grow your bancassurance 

business. Customers want solutions to solve their individual 

needs. They want lifestyle choices—not just insurance 

products. Customer insight helps you target specific products 

to specific customers or market segments. 

Oracle Bancassurance Solution can integrate with your CRM, 

so you’re always aware of your customer’s situation. Through 

the central hub, you have direct, real-time access to your 

customers’ policy information. You can see what type of 

coverage they have and when their policies are coming up for 

lapse.

.

Seize up-sell and cross-sell opportunities

When your financial advisors maintain close contact with your 

customers throughout the bancassurance process, you’re 

better positioned to market, sell, and provide services to 

those customers across multiple channels.

Valuable insights from analytics

Analyze policy data using Oracle’s analytics to understand 

your customers’ purchasing behavior and your products’ 

pricing dynamics. This can help you choose insurance 

products that fulfill your customers’ individual needs.

.

capabilities
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Fast and Smart Wins the Race

As insurtechs continue to move into insurance distribution and more banks get into 

the insurance business, the competition grows more fierce.

To succeed in bancassurance, you must be equipped to rapidly add new insurance 

offerings. You also have to work smarter to retain your customers with real-time 

transactions and personalized customer experience. Heightened competition, high 

customer expectations, and increasing regulations will intensify the need to speed up 

your insurance processes.

Oracle Bancassurance Solution provides the ideal IT solution for banks aiming to 

capitalize on the explosive opportunities in bancassurance. No longer do you have to 

risk your go-to-market strategy with slow product adoption, poor compliance, or costly 

setup. Oracle Bancassurance Solution provides the modern, rules-driven flexibility 

you need to transform your bancassurance technology and your bancassurance 

business.

contact us
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Are you ready to 

gain first-mover advantage?

Learn more
Call us: 1-800-735-6620 (US)

Visit our website: www.oracle.com/bancassurance
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http://www.oracle.com/bancassurance


Connect with us

Oracle.com/insurance

Blogs.oracle.com/insurance

Facebook.com/oraclefs

Twitter.com/oraclefs
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